


life is one and we must dress without rules! be 
courageous and do what your heart tells us 
by always looking beyond, in search of beauty 
and after we found it, share it and inspire the 
world of this beauty!
                                                                           Cinzia Paolini
                                                               Angela Pavese



Capture the moment and make it almost eternal. 

  

For fashion lovers only. 
Discover and Tag us to be featured #velvetphoebelover 

Limited edition over season creations, no trendy. 



Made in Italy: 

The origin of luxury.  
The most sublime art that preserves a world and a memory, an heritage 
of artisans ready to start every time and transform a garment into a 
single piece. Because our Italian artisans give off their own light and 
amplify the effects of quality, comfort and beauty through a game of 
meticulous workmanship that has been enhancing the artistic heritage 
of Italian fashion for years.



History 

Velvet Phoebè is born to create that niche of fashion lovers who love to stand out from the crowd. We suggest ideas to 
dress differently, without following trends but with the style of uniqueness, high quality and above all made in Italy. 
How to get noticed with "A fashion owl with a crown and colored feathers" becomes a new species of recruiter who 
wanders the web to capture the attention of all fashion lovers. 

Mood 

Contemporary: 
over season, colored, flounces and volumes. 
Here are our masterpieces inspired by the Greek goddesses and reinvented with a dose of happiness. 
Rigorous and fluid structures with sculptural waves from which colors and passions emerge in a hybrid mix of 
contemporary visions and history of the past. 
Unusual liasons between the emerald green and the purple, between the silver lilac and the scenographic gold, between 
the red carpet tiffany and the Barbie magenta. 
Dresses that, in an embrace, contemplate our creativity and our love for purity and innocence and beauty. 

Fabrics: 
Materials of dreams that come true. Made in Italy, organza, taffeta, lurex, silk, cotton, prints, chiffon, tulle. 

Modern twist 
Deconstructed sweatshirts and t-shirts, tartan trench coats with applique 

Vintage 
Vintage restyling with applications. 



 Cinzia Paolini            Angela Pavese



                                                                      Art.ELECTRE 
                                                                       dress 



        Art.ATENA 
       dress



                      Art.ANNACATI 
                     dress/skirt



Art.Kalliope 
skirt 

Art.Cassandra 
long vest with feathers



Art.Pelagia 
dress



Art.Monica 
petticoat dress 

Art.Elena 
coat



Art.Lavinia 
dress/cover  

Art.Elena 
coat 



Art.Monica 
petticoat dress 

Art.Angela 
trench camouflage



Art.Clio 
dress



Art.Dafne 
dress



Art.Dafne 
dress



Art.Anna 
dress/skirt



Art.Mariangela 
dress 



Art.Cleopatra 
dress 

Art.Silvia 
 vintage jacket 



Art.Silvia 
vintage jacket 

Art.Antiope 
cover



Art.Silvia 
vintage/jacket 

Art.Lavinia 
dress/cover 



Art.Nereide 
cover



Art.Rita 
shirt with flakes



Art.Zoe 
shirt with rouches
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